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1 1/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1989
Al-Baddawi camp, 

Tripoli
28.07.2007

Lebanese army check-point in 

Tripoli.
07.08.2007

Hands were tied from behind, a bag was put on his head, and was punched and kicked 

while being insulted and cursed at.

2 2/315/NBC/AK/2008 Jordanian 1978 Kuwait
Arested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence, then to 

Roumieh prison on 10 April 2007. On 6 June 2007 the verdict was issued: 7 

years of imprisonment.

3 3/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1959 Shabriha, Tyre 17.06.2007
Lebanese army check-point in 

Ein Bi'al, Tyre. 
24.06.2007 Hands were tied and was blindfolded.

4 4/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian El-Mina, Tripoli
Arrested by Military Intelligence while he was working in a clinic in Nahr al 

Bared camp, transferred to Ministry of Defence then to Roumieh prison.

Was severely tortured at the premises of the Ministry of Defense to force him to confess 

his participation in the conflict. He did not confess. No evidence is held against him.

5 5/315/NBC/AK/2008 1969
Nahr al Bared 

camp

In front of the Lebanese army 

check-point at the southern 

entrance to Nahr al Bared 

camp.

24.06.2007 Threats of indecent assaults, and was lifted up and thrown down on the ground.

6 6/315/NBC/AK/2008
Syrian of 

Palestinian 

origin

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence then to 

Military Court then to Roumieh prison.

During the investigation, he was beaten, cursed at, his religion insulted, and was beaten 

again on injured parts of his body while being blindfolded.

7 7/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 11.08.1978 Qalmon, Tripoli 05.07.2007 Arrested at his house.

Arrested by Military Intelligence, from his house, transferred to Murabitun 

branch in (El-Mina)Port of Tripoli, to Al Qubba barracks, to Ministry of Defence , 

to Military Court, and then to Roumieh prison.  

In places of detention, he was severely beaten and tortured, and insulting his religion.

8 8/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 10.06.1976
 Al-Haddadin, 

Tripoli
Arrested at his house.

Arrested by the Military Intelligence in front of his wife and children, they 

pointed a weapon at him while he was blindfolded. He was then transferred to 

Al Qubba barracks, to Ministry of Defence, to Military Court and was then 

transferred to Roumieh prison on 14 July 2007.  

He was beaten upon his arrest, as well as in Al Qubba barracks and in the Ministry of 

Defence.

9 9/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1982
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence, to Military 

Court and then to Roumieh prison on 26 August 2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

10 10/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 25.01.1970 Qalmon, Tripoli 08.07.2007
Arrested at his workplace in 

Qalmon.

Arrested by the Military Intelligence from his workplace (where he sells mobile 

phones) , he was transferred to Tripoli's Intelligence Centre, then to Al Qubba 

barracks, to Al-Yarzeh, to Military Court, and then to Roumieh prison.

Was beaten and was forced to confess his involevment with persons he doesn’t know.

11 11/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 01.01.1977 Tyre
Arrested by Military Intelligence then transferred to Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 18 February 2007.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it..]

12 12/315/NBC/AK/2008
Syrian of 

Palestinian 

origin

1985
Sayda Zeinab, 

Damascus

Arrested by the Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court, then to Roumieh prison on 3 October 2007. 
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

13 13/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1979 Arrested at his workplace.
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 11 June 2007.
Severely tortured and beaten at the premises of Ministry of Defence

14 14/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian Arrested at his workplace.
Arrested by Military Intelligence at his workplace, transferred to Ministry of 

Defence, then to Military Court then to Roumieh prison. 
Beaten, cursed at, insulted and ill-treated

15 15/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian Arrested at his workplace.
Arrested by Military Intelligence at his workplace, transferred to Ministry of 

Defence, then to Military Court then to Roumieh prison. 
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

16 16/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1967 21.08.2007 Arrested at a fishery in Tyre.

Arrested by Information Branch [in the Lebanese Internal Security Forces] at a 

fishery in Tyre, transferred to Information Branch in Sidon, then to Sidon Seray, 

then to Information Branch in Beirut and then to Roumieh prison.  

Was insulted in Information Branch, suffered harm despite his health condition as he had 

a disk surgey. He was stripped off his clothes. 

17 17/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 13.08.1985 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 25 May 2007.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

18 18/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 05.01.1974 Tripoli 30.05.2007
Arrested at his home, in front 

of his children.
Released 

Arrested by the Military at his house, in front of his children. He was transferred 

to Al Qubba intelligence barracks, then to Ministry of Defence, then to Military 

Court, then to Roumieh prison.

Beaten in all places of detention he was transferred to, and was also insulted and cursed 

at. He suffered fractures upon his arrival at Roumieh prison where he was beaten by the 

police and prisoners. He had a stroke as a result.

19 19/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 02.02.1970 Hama [ Syria ] Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence then to 

Military Court then to Roumieh prison on 28 March 2007.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

20 20/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1986 Tyre Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 1 September 2007.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it..]

21 21/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 10.08.1979
Wadi Khaled [ in 
Akkar -North 
Lebanon ]

Arrested when he was called for an interrogation, he was transferred to 

Roumieh prison on 5 June 2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

22 22/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 01.01.1979 25.05.2007 Released 
Arrested by the Public Security while he was preparing his passport. He was 

transferred to Public Security, then to Military Court, then to Ministry of Defence 

and then to Roumieh prison.

Was tortured by different torture techniques at the Ministry of Defence. He was attacked 

in Roumieh prison by Internal Security forces and prisoners. As a result, he spent ten 

days recovering from it. 
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23 23/315/NBC/AK/2008

Palestinian 

refugee in 

lebanon 

1966 Shatila camp 04.06.2007
Arrested on his way to one of 

the bases in Al-Naa'meh.

Arrested by Military Intelligence on his way to one of the bases in Al-Naa'meh.  

Transferred to Ministry of Defence, then to Military Court and then to Roumieh 

prison.

Was tortured by different torture techniques while being interrogated. His legs were tied 

up, his head was put in a barrel of contaminated water in addition to being beaten and 

cursed at. The intention was to extract information from him about other persons in Al-

Naa'meh. Tortured for  12 days in Ministry of Defence detention centre. 

He was previously 

injured during the Israeli-

Lebanon 2006 war which 

lead to the amputation 

of his left hand.

24 24/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1982 Kourah
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court  and then to Roumieh prison on 13 June 2007.

Worst forms of torture were inflicted on him. His head was covered in a bag. Beaten up, 

suspended (Balanco), whipped on his legs, was forbidden to sit or eat for several days. 

Was forced to confess to acts he did not commit. 

25 25/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1971
Al-Baddawi camp, 

Tripoli
21.05.2007

Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point on the crossroads 

to El-Behsas in Tripoli.

25.05.2007
He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag, and he was punched and kicked, 

cursed at and insulted.

26 26/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1973
Nahr al Bared 

camp
11.07.2007

Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point, at the Southern 

entrance of Nahr al Bared 

camp.

15.07.2007
He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag, punched and kicked, cursed at and 

insulted.

27 27/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence and then to 

Roumieh prison.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

28 28/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 1957 Lathekia [Syria ]
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then was transferred to Roumieh prison on 31 September 

2007.

Was beaten up and harmed a lot in order to make him confess of acts he did not commit.

29 29/315/NBC/AK/2008 Argentinian 27.12.1969 Argentina Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence then to 

Roumieh prison on 29 August 2007, he was later released.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it..]

30 30/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1972 11.07.2007 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence after he crossed an army check-point along 

with civilians, he was transferred to Al Qubba barracks, then to Ministry of 

Defence, then to Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.

Tortured and was tied up during the interrogation when he signed the interrogation 

record without reading it. 

31 31/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1979 07.10.2007 Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Al Qubba barracks, then to 

Ministry of Defence, then to Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 7 

November 2007.

His ear was damaged during his detention at the Ministry of Defence due to the beatings 

he endured, he also lost his memory for a whole day as a result of this treatment. He 

was tortured with Balanco technique, electrocuted, hit on the head and suffered a 

nervous breakdown.

32 32/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1988 Sidon Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence and then to 

Roumieh prison.

Was forced to confess to acts he never committed and would never consider commiting, 

after he was threatened he was severely tortured in addition to being insulted.

33 33/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1988 Ein El-Hilweh
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence and then to 

Roumieh prison on 28 July 2007.

Severely tortured and beaten up. He confessed under torture that he threw a grenade 

and was forced to sign interrogation record.  

34 34/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 15.01.1973 Bir Elias 07.06.2007 Arrested at his house.

Arrested by State Security at his house, transferred to State Security branch in 

Zahleh, then to State Security Headquarters in Beirut, then to Military Police in 

Rihanieh and then to Roumieh prison.

Was tortured by electrocution, and beaten using the hands and legs. Torture marks are 

still apparent.

He is disabled and has a 

document by Ministry of 

Social Wellfare to certify 

it. 

35 35/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 01.08.1979 09.06.2007
Arrested at his workplace 

(coffee shop).

Arrested by Military Intelligence - Northern branch- at his workplace, transferred 

to Al Qubba barracks, then to Defense Minisry, then to Military Court and then 

to Roumieh prison.

Was beaten up and tortured in all various ways in Al Qubba barracks. He was horrifically 

tortured on the second day of his detention, when he was transferred to Ministry of 

Defence. He was continuously beaten up until Friday,16 June 2007, after that he was 

transferred to Military Police Detention in Al-Mathaf where he was also beaten up with a 

stick by Raqeeb Awal.

36 36/315/NBC/AK/2008
Australian 

Lebanese

Arrested by Military Intelligence , transferred to Ministry of Defence - where he 

stayed for 13 days - then transferred to Military Court and then to Roumieh 

prison.

Severely tortured in Ministry of Defence, he was transferred to Roumieh prison only after 

the marks of torture disappeared. He was diagnosed by two doctors after he was 

transferred to Roumieh prison, one through Australian Embassy and one through his 

family.

37 37/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 08.05.1983 Kourah Arrested at his house. Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence at his house, transferred to Al Qubba barracks, 

then to Ministry of Defence, then to Military Court and then to Roumieh prison 

on 21 June 2007.

Torture began at the Ministry of Defence by beating , kicking, insulting him and his 

family. He was suspended (Balanco). He was beaten on his eye with the bottom of a 

gun, his eye was swollen for a month and a half.

38 38/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 01.01.1987 Sidon
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence then to 

Military Court then to Roumieh prison on 28 August 2007.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

39 39/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1971 Saudi Arabia
Arrested by Military Intelligence , transferred to Ministry of Defence then to 

Roumieh prison on 16 March 2007.

Was forced to confess to things that are untrue by inflicting physical and psychological 

torture on him.

40 40/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1971 Late May 2007
Arrested by Military Intelligence in late May 2007, transferred to Ministry of 

Defence then to Roumieh prison on 15 June 2007.

He was forced to confess under torture and due to beatings while detained at the 

Ministry of Defence. 

41 41/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1975 Ein El-Hilweh 18.07.2007

Arrested by Military Intelligence, he was interrogated at the military check-

point, he was then transferred to Mohammed Zaghib barracks, then to Military 

Intelligence and then to Roumieh prison on 28 July 2007.

He denied the accusation of being affiliated to an illegal cell. However, after he was 

tortured he confessed that his brother-in-law is affiliated to that cell. He was made to 

sign the record of the interrogation without reading it. He suffers pain in his chest and 

arm as a result of torture.
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42 42/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1973 Tripoli
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence then to 

Roumieh prison on 5 July 2007.
He was tortured at Ministry of Defence.

43 43/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1971 Tripoli Released 

Was contacted by a member of military intelligence and reported to Al Qubba 

branch in Tripoli, he was interrogated for six hours and was released. Three 

days later, he was contacted again and was taken to Ministry of Defence where 

was arbitrarily detained then was transferred to Roumieh prison on 8 August 

2007.

He was severely physically  tortured at the Ministry of Defence for 5 days without any  

sleep. 

44 44/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1961 Minieh Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence, then to 

Roumieh prison on 18 June 2007, he was released recently.
At the Ministry of Defence he was beaten up, tortured, insulted and cursed at. 

45 45/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1984 04.06.2007
Arrested in front of his 

workplace.
Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence in front of his workplace, transferred to Military 

Intelligence Centre in Al-Murabitoun, then to Al Qubba intelligence, then to 

Ministry of Defence, then to Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.

At the Ministry of Defence he was blindfolded, handcuffed, forced to sit on the floor and 

was given a detainee number. He was then tortured, beaten up and whipped on his back 

and head in order to force him to confess his affiliation to a banned organization, and 

others' affiliation to this organization, which he refused to do. He then was put in a room 

to sign the record of his statement. He was beaten again for asking to read the record, 

so he signed the records without knowing its contents. He then was handcuffed and his 

head was covered with a bag and he was taken away.  

46 46/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 14.01.1985 Minieh
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence then to 

Roumieh prison on 25 October 2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

He explained that the 

reason for his detention 

is the confession of 

another detainee at the 

Ministry of Defence, 

whereby this person was 

beaten up and confessed 

to things that has no 

basis in order to stop 

them beating him. 

47 47/315/NBC/AK/2008 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, and transferred to Ministry of Defence then to 

Roumieh prison.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

48 48/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 12.09.1982 Al-Seray, Sidon Abducted from the street.
Abducted from the street, transferred to Information Branch in Sidon then to 

Military Police then to Roumieh prison on 15 November 2007.

Abducted and was severely tortured, his statements were focefully extracted and his 

religion was insulted.

49 49/315/NBC/AK/2008 Tunisian
Was arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence then to 

Roumieh prison.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it..]

50 50/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Sheikh-Taba, 

Akkar

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

51 51/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence and then to 

Roumieh prison on 2 June 2007.
Was beaten up, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

52 52/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1971
El-Haddadin, 

Tripoli
02.05.2007

Arrested by Military Intelligence after he was called as a witness by them in 

Tripoli, he was interrogated and transferred to Ministry of Defence, and then to 

Roumieh prison.

He was a witness. He was severely tortured beyond description. He was beaten with 

wires [3cm width] , hung on the Balanco,  his legs were over-stretched and beaten with a 
water pipe [2 cm width].

53 53/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1979 Al-kourah Released 

Arrested upon the visit of an Military Intelligence sergeant to his house, he was 

told he will be released the next day, instead, his head was covered and he was 

taken to the Ministry of Defence and then to Roumieh prison on 26 June 2007. 

On the second day of his detention, his head was covered with a bag, he was severely 

beaten on the way to Ministry of Defence. There he was severely tortured, [he doesn’t 

want to remember]. He was forced to confess about things that were untrue, he was 

insulted as well as his religion.

54 54/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1972
Al-Tabbanah, 

Tripoli
Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence and then to 

Roumieh prison on 24 March 2007.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

55 55/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1968
Nahr al Bared 

camp
02.03.2007

Arrested at Dar Al-Sit  check-

point in Tripoli.

Arrested by Military Intelligence at Dar Al-Sit check-point in Tripoli at 3pm in the 

afternoon on 2 March 2007 while he was leaving the camp. He was immediately 

transferred to the Ministry of Defence on the basis that his brother is reponsible 

for financing a miliant organization. He stayed there for 61 days and was then 

transferred to Roumieh prison.

Tortured at the Ministry of Defence. He stayed for 23 days without any formal 

interrogation but only random questions. He was beaten with blades on his tied feet 

[marks are still apparent]. He was forced to sign tens of documents the content of which 

he is not aware of. He was unable to see anything because of the bag put on his head.

56 56/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 04.02.1984
Wadi Khaled [ in 

Akkar -North 

Lebanon]

25.04.2007 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Al Qubba barracks, then to 

Ministry of Defence and then to Roumieh prison.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

57 57/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence and then 

to Roumieh prison. 
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

58 58/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence and then 

to Roumieh prison. 
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

59 59/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 21.févr.85
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence and then 

to Roumieh prison on 7 November 2007.
Was beaten, cursed at , insulted and harshly treated.
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60 60/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1982
Nahr al Bared 

camp
15.06.2007

Arrested at a army check-point 

upon leaving Nahr al Bared 

camp.

Released 

Arrested at a military check-point upon leaving Nahr al Bared camp, transferred 

to Al Qubba barracks then to the Ministry of Defence and then to Roumieh 

prison.

Beaten up in Al Qubba barracks, insulted, handcuffed [he showed the traces on his arms 

during the interview]. Photos of detainees were taken at the Ministry of Defence. They 

were beaten, and the state of Palestine was cursed. He was put in a cold temperature 

room, and asked to walk naked in the room in front of other detainees. He was 

numbered [a number was put on the chest]. He suffered hunger and thirst. He was 

forced to sign documents without knowing their content.  

61 61/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1970 Halba, Akkar 28.05.2007
Arrested by Military Intelligence , transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.

Tortured, cursed at, insulted and a false confession was extracted from him by force at 

the Ministry of Defence. He was forced to sign documents. Was beaten up at the Military 

Court as well as upon his arrival to Roumieh prison.

62 62/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 21.02.1962 12.06.2007 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence and then 

to Roumieh prison. 
Severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

63 63/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1959
Al-Tabbaneh, 

Tripoli
Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 12 May 2007 and was released 

recently.

Severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

64 64/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1970 Ein El-Hilweh
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 6 January 2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

65 65/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 01.03.1977 Minieh
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Information Branch in 

Beirut, then to the Ministry of Defence, then to Military Court and then to 

Roumieh prison on 29 August 2007.

Was beaten, cursed at , insulted and harshly treated.

66 66/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1980 01.01.2007
Arrested at his house in Al-

Jiyeh area, South Beirut.
Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence at his house in Al-Jiyeh area, transferred to the 

Ministry of Defence where he stayed for 6 months and 7 days, then transferred 

to Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 8 June 2007.

Continuously beaten up and cursed at during the transfer to the Ministry of Defence. 
Upon his arrival at the Ministry, he was forced to strip and was thoroughly searched. He 
was put in a solitary confinement and was interrogated several times. He was severely 
beaten during the interrogation, he was hung on the Balanco, forced to drink his own 
urine, deprived of sleep, and forced to sign documents without knowing their content.

67 67/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1972
Nahr al Bared 

camp
11.07.2007

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Was beaten, cursed at , insulted and harshly treated.

68 68/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1980
Nahr al Bared 

camp

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison  on 9 October 2007.

[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

69 69/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1976 Sidon
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.  
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it..]

70 70/315/NBC/AK/2008
Palestinian 

refugee in 

lebanon 

01.11.1972
Arrested upon leaving the 

camp.

Was released  

[no date was 

given]

Arrested by Military Intelligence upon leaving the camp, he was transferred to 

Al Qubba barracks, then to the Ministry of Defence, then to Military Court and 

then to Roumieh prison on 21 June 2007.

Hung on the Balanco, suffered lack of food at the Ministry of Defence and was beaten up 

at Roumieh prison.

71 71/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 12.10.1963 Qalmon, Tripoli
Arrested at his workplace, 

close to Villa Rhiyad Alawa.

Arrested by Military Intelligence at his workplace, close to villa Rhiyad Alawa, 

transferred to Al Qubba barracks, then to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Police detention centre, then to Roumieh prison on 26 June 2007.

Was beaten up upon his arrest. Torture started when he was detained at the Ministry of 

Defence where he was handcuffed, blindfolded, deprived of food and sleep, was forced 

to stay standing, beaten up, insulted as well as his religion for 8 days.

72 72/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 02.04.1986 Abu Kamal
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison  on 26 October 2007.

Severely tortured by the interrogators and was forced to confess about matters he never 

knew about.

73 73/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1968 Al-Souka, Tripoli
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

74 74/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison. 
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

75 75/315/NBC/AK/2008
Syrian 

Palestinian
Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Was beaten, cursed at , insulted and harshly treated.

76 76/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

77 77/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it..]

78 78/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 25.09.1983 Fnedeq Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.

Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence. He was deprived of medicine 

despite their knowledge that the detainee suffers chronic deseases.

79 79/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.  
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

80 80/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.  
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

81 81/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1976 Majdal Anjar Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison  on 18 September 2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

82 82/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1964 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.  
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

83 83/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison. 
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

84 84/315/NBC/AK/2008
Syrian 

Palestinian

Al-Ae'deen camp, 

Hama, Syria

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison  on 27 October 2007.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it..]

85 85/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1975 Al-Husnia, Akkar Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison  on 13 June 2007.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it..]

86 86/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1958
Nahr al Bared 

camp
11.07.2007 Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.  
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.
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87 87/315/NBC/AK/2008
Syrian 

Palestinian
1954 08.07.2007 Arrested at Kosaya- Al-Bekaa. Released 

Arrested at Kosaya, Al-Bekaa, he then was transferred to Ablah Al Qubba where 

he stayed for one day, then to the Ministry of Defence where he stayed for 3 

days, then to Military Court where he stayed for one day and then to Roumieh 

prison.

His teeth were broken as a result of the beatings and torture at the Ministry of Defence.

88 88/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 11.07.2007
Arrested at an army check-

point upon leaving the camp.
Released 

Arrested at an army check-point,upon leaving the camp, transferred to the 

Ministry of Defence and then to Roumieh prison. 

Tortured at the Ministry of Defence by several persons carrying coded names e.g.( Atyah, 

Bahri, Abu Hadid, Qandahar). He was deprived of food and was hung on the wall for 

three days. Traces of torture were still apparent through the marks on his waist, 

shoulders and arms. He was in severe pain during the interview on 13 August 2007.

89 89/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1976
Wefel camp in 

Balbak
16.06.2007 Arrested close to his house.

Arrested by Military Intelligence close to his house, he was transferred to Ablah 

barracks, then to the Ministry of Defence, then to Military Court and then to 

Roumieh prison.

Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

90 90/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1988 14.06.2007
Arrested close to his house in 

Tenaayel.
Released 

Arrested by Ablaha intelligence close to his house in Tenaayel, transferred to 

Ablah Intelligence Centre, then to the Ministry of Defence then to Military Police 

and then to Roumieh prison.

Severely tortured and beaten at Ablah and the Ministry that lead to complications in his 

health such as a urinary tract infection.

91 91/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1974
Wadi Khaled [ in 

Akkar -North 

Lebanon]

19.05.2007
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.  
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

92 92/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 1965 Allepo [ Syria ]
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 3 August 2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

93 93/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 15.mars.85 Sidon Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 15 March 2007.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

94 94/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1978 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.   
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it..]

95 95/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1977 Al-Haddadin 26.06.2007 Arrested at his workplace.

Arrested by Military Intelligence at his workplace, transferred to Al Qubba 

barracks where he stayed for 2 days, then to the Ministry of Defence where he 

stayed for 4 days, then to Military Court where he stayed for 5 days and then to 

Roumieh prison.

 He was forced to go down on his knees and was kicked and beaten up at Al Qubba 

barracks, while at the Ministry of Defence, he was tied up, striped, beaten up, insulted, 

and hung on the Balanco, and in Roumieh prison  he was striped and was treated badly. 

96 96/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1982 Sidon 10.06.2007

Arrested close to his workplace 

in Sidon on the way to Al-

Seraay.

Arrested by Military Intelligence close to his workplace in Sidon on the way to Al-

Seraay, he was transferred to the Information Branch in Sidon where he stayed 

for 6 days, then to Military Court in Beirut where he stayed for 12 days then to 

the Ministry of Defence where he stayed for 5 days and then to Roumieh prison.

Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

97 97/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.   
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

98 98/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1984
Nahr al Bared 

camp
11.07.2007

Arrested upon leaving the 

camp.

Arrested by Military Intelligence upon leaving the camp, transferred to the 

Ministry of Defence where he stayed for 6 days then to Military Court where he 

stayed for 3 days and then to Roumieh prison.

At the Ministry of Defence, he was beaten on his skull, among the officials who had 

beaten him there was a man called Al-Hout. He was dizzy and confessed some names 

due to the excessive beatings. He used to sleep standing, tied to the wall or a pole, he 

was beaten with a pipe that has a metal ball in the front. He was forced to sit on a 

bottle, drink his urine and was cursed at.

He suffers from fractures 

in the skull and, he wasd 

diagnosed but was not 

cured.

99 99/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 10.août.78
Al-Haddadin, 

Tripoli

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 14 July 2007.

Ill-treated, tortured, threatened, cursed at, and beaten up, as a result, his heart muscles 

were bleeding. He was hung on the Balanco.

100 100/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1979 Sidon
Abducted by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Defense Ministry where he 

stayed for 4 months then to Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 19 

November 2007.

Severely tortured, was hung on the (Balanco), lost his consciousness for 3 days. Slept on 

the cell floor without a cover, blindfolded, handcuffed all the time during his detention at 

the Ministry of Defence, i.e. 4 months.

101 101/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1959 Al-Yarmouk camp
Arrested by Military Intelligence , transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court then to Roumieh prison on 10 January 2007.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence

102 102/315/NBC/AK/2008 Russian
Arrested by Military Intelligence , transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence

103 103/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 16.04.1983
Arrested by Military Intelligence , transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court then to Roumieh prison.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence

104 104/315/NBC/AK/2008 Saudi 1984
Arrested by Military Intelligence , transferred to Military Court then to Roumieh 

prison. Was extradited to his country late 2007.

he is severely injured , half paralysed, in need of medical care, his right shoulder is 

(detached?), suffers difficulty in speaking, disfunction in the urinary, has ulcers on the 

right leg and many wounds

105 105/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1991
Nahr al Bared 

camp
07.06.2007

Arrested at an army check-

point at the Al-Behsas 

crossroad in Tripoli.

14.06.2007
Handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag, in addition to being insulted and cursed 

at.

106 106/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 31.08.1982 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence , transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Was beaten, cursed at , insulted and harshly treated.

107 107/315/NBC/AK/2008 Yemeni 1983 Aden
Arrested by Military Intelligence , transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 25 October 2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

108 108/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian
Arrested by Military Intelligence , transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

109 109/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1959 13.07.2007
Arrested at his house in Al-

Marj.
Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison .  
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]
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110 110/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 01.09.1963 Al-Minah, Tripoli 13.07.2007
Arrested at his house in Al-

Marj.

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 1 May 2007. On 28 August 2008 

he was indicted with 3 years of imprisonment.

[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

111 111/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1973
Nahr al Bared 

camp
11.07.2007

Arrested at an army check-

point where he worked as a 

taxi driver.

Arrested by Military Intelligence at an army check-point where he worked as a 

taxi driver, he was transferred to the  Ministry of Defence, then to Military Court 

and then to Roumieh prison.

[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

112 112/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 29.01.1987 Tripoli 14.08.2007 Arrested in Tripoli.

Arbitrarily arrested by Military Intelligence in Tripoli, transferred to Al-

Murabitoun Intelligence Centre in Tripoli , then to Al Qubba barracks, then to 

the Ministry of Defence, then to Military Court and then to Roumieh prison. 

Upon his arrest, he was blindfolded and handcuffed while being beaten and cursed at. He 

was beaten with a gun in addition to pointing it on him. At the Ministry of Defence, he 

was striped, beaten with a stick (Falaqa), was hung on the (Balanco) several times, 

forced him to stay standing for a long time, they intended to force him to confess on 

matters that he is not aware of. His eye and feet were infected. He also had the muscles 

of his hands and shoulder torn.

113 113/315/NBC/AK/2008 Tunisian 01.juin.86 Madnein, Tunisia
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 27 July 2007.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

114 114/315/NBC/AK/2008 German 1982 Germany
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence where 

he stayed for 40 days, then to Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.

Tortured at the Ministry of Defence, he was beaten a lot on his back, feet and head. His 

right hand thumb was broken and he cannot move it. He is in great pain in the nerves of 

his right hand due to torture.

115 115/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian
Nahr al Bared 

camp
Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence where 

he stayed for 23 days, then to Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 7 

November 2007.

Tortured at the Ministry of Defence; he was hung on the (Balanco), was electrocuted, 

whipped and cursed at. He lost consciousness for 10 days.

116 116/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1976
Bab El-Hadid, 

Tripoli
Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on  8 June 2007.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence

117 117/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1962
Nahr al Bared 

camp
11.07.2007

Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point on the southern 

entrance to Nahr al Bared 

camp.

15.07.2007
He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag, punched and kicked, cursed at and 

insulted.

118 118/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1978
Nahr al Bared 

camp
01.07.2007

Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point on the southern 

entrance to Nahr al Bared 

camp.

16.07.2007
He was wounded previously and injured in the neck. He was handcuffed, his head was 

covered with a bag, punched and kicked, cursed at and insulted.

119 119/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1951 Jadida Marje'youn Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 22 June 2007.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

120 120/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

121 121/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1967
Wadi Khaled [ in 

Akkar -North 

Lebanon]

31.05.2007 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

122 122/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese Tripoli
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 20 May 2007.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

123 123/315/NBC/AK/2008 Saudi 1984 Sharoura
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

124 124/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian Hama [ Syria]
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

125 125/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1982 Burj Al-Shamali Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 10 June 2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

126 126/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1975
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 8 June 2007.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

127 127/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1978 Tripoli
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on I July 2007.

Severely tortured, his religion was insulted, was threatened that they will bring family 

members, they brought two of his brothrs and hit them in front of him.

128 128/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 18.mars.82 Al-Atiqa, Akkar Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 20 June 2007.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

129 129/315/NBC/AK/2008 Saudi 1985
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.

Severely tortured, and was subjected for two months to beatings, cursing, and insulting 

religion. 

130 130/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinaian 1964 Akka [Palestine] 12.07.2007

Arrested at the southern 

entrance to Nahr al Bared 

camp.

Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence at the southern entrance to Nahr al Bared 

camp, transferred to Al Qubba barracks, then to the Ministry of Defence at Al-

Yerza where he stayed until 23 July 2007 then transferred to Roumieh prison.

Subjected to all forms of torture; he was blindfolded, stood handcuffed for three days 

and when he broke down they splashed him with cold water to wake him up. He was 

deprived of water for 3 days. He was elecrtrocuted and beaten up in order to force him 

to confess that  he deals with weapons for the benefit of a terrorist organization. He was 

forced to sign the record of the interrogation under the pressure of torture.

131 131/315/NBC/AK/2008 Saudi
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 12 June 2007
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

132 132/315/NBC/AK/2008 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.
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133 133/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1981 Qalmon 08.07.2007
Arrested in a public street in 

Tripoli.

Arrested  by Military Intelligence in a public street in Tripoli , transferred to Al-

Murabitoun centre, then to Al Qubba barracks in Tripoli, then to the Ministry of 

Defence, then to miliary court where he stayed for 8 days then to Roumieh 

prison.

Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

134 134/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1948 Sidon
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 18 February 2007.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence^.

135 135/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1981
Daye't Al-Arab, Al-

Sarfand

Arrested at his house in 

Sarfand.

Arrested and taken to Information Centre in Sidon, then to the one in Beirut, 

then to Ministry of Defense, Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 4 

November 2007.

Upon his arrest, he was beaten up, blindfolded. He was tortured, cursed at and insulted 

in detention centres.

136 136/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison. 

Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence despite that he was a minor 

and turned 18 after 4 months in detention.

137 137/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 05.09.1979 Eyat, Akkar 05.06.2007 Was released

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Al Qubba barracks, then to 

Ministry of Defence, then to Military Court and then to Roumieh prison and was 

released later.

Tortured at the Ministry of Defence. He was forced to remain standing, deprived of food,  

water and sleep for 3 days. He was beaten up with belts and was threatened with sexual 
assault. The Balanco technique was used.

138 138/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1964
Nahr al Bared 

camp

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 7 November 2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

139 139/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1964
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 3 June 2007.
Severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence

140 140/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian Lathekia [Syria ]
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison. Was later released.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

141 141/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1975 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 13 June 2007.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

142 142/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1971
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 11 June 2007.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

143 143/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1968
Nahr al Bared 

camp
23.05.2007 Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Was beaten, cursed at , insulted and harshly treated.

144 144/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1975
Al-Bhus camp, 

Tyre
17.06.2007

Arested at a Lebanese army 

check-point in Qana.
18.06.2007 Was insulted, cursed at, handcuffed and kicked.

145 145/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Al-Mankoubin, Al-

Baddawi, Triploi
Released 

Arrested by Al-fohoud group of the Internal Security Forces, was transferred to 

the Ministry of Defence, then to Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 

28 Ocober 2007.

He is severely injured by Al-Fohoud group of the Internal Security Forces.

146 146/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

147 147/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.

Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence. He was deprived of medicine 

despite their knowledge that the detainee suffers chronic deseases.

148 148/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1978 Beirut Al-Mazra'a Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
He is sick due to the severe beatings in prison.

149 149/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1979
Neraby Nahr al 

Bared camp
Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

150 150/315/NBC/AK/2008 Algerian
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

151 151/315/NBC/AK/2008 Saudi 1982 Zalfa, Rhiyad
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 20 January 2007.

Claims that he has been severely tortured, his religion was insulted, and extracting 

unreal confessions by force.

152 152/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1965
Nahr al Bared 

camp
16.06.2007

Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point on the Southern 

entrance to Nahr al Bared 

camp. 

24.06.2007 Handcuffed, blindfolded, deprived of sleeping, hung on the Balanco,  and kicked. He is mentally disabled

153 153/315/NBC/AK/2008 Egyptian 24.08.1980 Al-Mansourah Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 22 April 2007.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

154 154/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 15.10.1984 Fnedeq 08.08.2007
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Halba centre, then to Al Qubba 

intelligence, then to Ministry of Defence, then to Military Court and then to 

Roumieh prison

Beaten up in all detention centres that caused constant pain in his bones

155 155/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1965 Majdal Anjar Released 
Arrested by Information Branch in Shtoura then transferred to Information 

Branch centre then to Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 5 July 2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

156 156/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1985 Sidon 13.04.2007 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Severely tortured, leading to fractures in his hands. 

157 157/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

158 158/315/NBC/AK/2008

Dual nationality: 

Lebanese, 

Danish

08.07.1968 Fnedeq 24.05.2007

Arrested while he was going to 

Seray in Tripoli to inform 

authorities about his lost 

Danish passport 

Arrested while he was going to Seray in Tripoli to inform authorities about his 

lost Danish passport . He was questioned about his detained brother, he 

confirmed that he is his brother, so he got arrested as a result. He was 

transferred to Beirut in a savage way. Transferred to the Ministry of Defence, 

where he stayed for 20 days then to Military Court then to Roumieh prison.

Severely beaten up, insulted and cursed at. He was prohibited from prayer for 20 days, 

and he was not allowed to sleep or use the toilet. He was also tortured with the "farrouj" 

technique
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159 159/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1969
Nahr al Bared 

camp
24.06.2007

Arrested on his way out of 

Albared camp.
Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence  on his way out from Albared camp, transferred 

then to Military Intelligence, the to the Ministry of Defence, Then to Military 

Court and then to Roumieh prison.

During his transfer to Military Court, then to Information Centre, he was severely 

tortured by hitting his head with the bottom of the gun, slapping him on the face and 

insulting him. In Roumieh prison he was stripped of his clothes and was beaten by the 

army and police. The fact that he is a former combatant did not lessen the torture he 

received during his interrogation in Erman military camp. His left hand was tied for hours 

and even for days while he was blindfolded, in addition, he was hit on the head and 

stomach, kicked and cursed at. 

He was wounded in war, 

in the Israeli raids on the 

General Command of the 

Popular Front's bases, 

his right hand was 

amputated, he receives 

allowance as a wounded. 

He has a clear record.

160 160/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 20.07.2007
Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point in Al-Madfoun, 

Tripoli.

27.07.2007
He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag, and he was punched and kicked, 

cursed at and insulted.

161 161/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1982
Al-Baddawi camp, 

Tripoli
21.05.2007

Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point on Al-Behsas 

crossroad, Tripoli. 

25.05.2007
He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag, and he was punched and kicked, 

cursed at and insulted.

162 162/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1976
Nahr al Bared 

camp
Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it..]

163 163/315/NBC/AK/2008 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Was beaten, cursed at , insulted and harshly treated.

164 164/315/NBC/AK/2008 Tunisian
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

165 165/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 1968 Deir El-Zour
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 31 Ocober 2007
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

166 166/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence

167 167/315/NBC/AK/2008 Algerian 21.01.1972 Algeria 21.04.2007

Arrested by Al-Tahhari factions of the Internal Security Forces, transferred to 

Intelligence Centre in Halba where he stayed for a week then to Tripoli 

Adminitrative Detention Centre where he stayed for a week, then to Al Qubba, 

then Zgharta prison, then to Information Branch Centre where he stayed for 8 

days, then back to Zgharta and then to Military Court, then finally to Roumieh 

prison.

Stripped of his clothes, splashed with water, forced to sit on a bottle, urinated on, beaten 

up, insulted, and was deprived of sleep and food. The Balanco  technique was used.

168 168/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 01.04.1976
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 26 August 2007.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

169 169/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 03.07.1972 Arrested in the street. Released 

Arrested in the street by an armed group wearing  civilian clothing (part of the 

Military Intelligence) , Transferred to Al Qubba barracks then to the Ministry of 

Defence then to Military Court then to Roumieh prison on June 2007.

At the Ministry of Defence, he  was beaten up, severely tortured, and religiously insulted. 

He used to hear the screaming of other detainees. He was forced to confess afer being 

beaten up and tortured. He was psychologically tortured.  In Roumieh prison, he was 

savagely beaten up by the police.

170 170/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1976 11.07.2007
Arrested while leaving Nahr Al-

Bared camp.
Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence on his way out of Nahr al Bared camp, 

transferred to Al Qubba barracks, then to the Ministry of Defence (his family did 

not know anything about him during all this time) he then was transferred to 

Roumieh prison on 28 July 2007.

He was beaten up. Insulted and kicked during his transfer to detention centres, he was 

also tortured in various ways; he was forced to drink urine after being deprived of water 

and food, he was also depreived of sleep. He was forced to sign a record of the 

interrogation while being blindfolded and handcuffed.   

171 171/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1981 Fnedeq, Akkar

Arrested by Information Branch, transferred then to Information Centre then to 

the Ministry of Defence where he stayed for 128 days in solitary confinement, 

without access to sunlight, then to Roumieh prison on 29 October 2007. 

He was beaten up and insulted in detention centres.

172 172/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

173 173/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 1983 Al-Yarmouk camp
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 1 October 2007.
Was beaten, cursed at, nsulted and harshly treated.

174 174/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1976
Nahr al Bared 

camp
21.07.2007

Arrested at Al Qubba 

Intelligence Centre.
Released 

Arrested at Al Qubba Intelligence Centre . He was called by them for 

questioning, he was then transferred to the Ministry of Defence then to 

Information Branch centre in General Directorate of Internal Security then to 

Roumieh prison.

He is suffering pain in his left leg due to torture he was subjected to during interrogation.

175 175/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1948 04.06.2007
Arrested at the Information 

Branch.
Released 

Arrested when he was called for an interrogation  by the Information Branch, he 

was then transferred to Information Branch centre then to Ministry of Defence 

then to Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.

[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

176 176/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1952 Marjae'youn Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 22 August 2007.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

177 177/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 1982 Edlib, Syria Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 6 October 2007.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

178 178/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1972
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 26 October 2007.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

179 179/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 1986 Hums, Syria
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 14 March 2007. He was sentenced 

with 2 years of imprisonment.

Tortured at the Ministry of Defence, confessions were extracted under torture.
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180 180/315/NBC/AK/2008 Paelestinian 1965 11.07.2007

Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point while leaving 

through the southern entrance 

of Nahr al Bared.

Released 

Arrested at a Lebanese army check-point while leaving the southern entrance of 

Nahr al Bared, He was then transferred to Al Qubba barracks where he stayed 

for 4 days then to the Ministry of Defence then to Roumieh prison.

He was kicked and insulted during his transfer to Al Qubba barracks in an army truck. At 

the Ministry of Defence he was insulted by the army, he was then placed in a room 

where he was strip searched. After that he was put in a room along with other 20 

detainees. He was then interrogated. He was insulted, slapped on the face and forced to 

sign the record of the interrogation while being handcuffed and was not permitted to 

read what he was forced to sign.

181 181/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1965
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 8 June  2007.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

182 182/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 01.06.1965
Usfur Karam, 

Akkar

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 24 July  2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

183 183/315/NBC/AK/2008 Tunisian 29.09.1982 Tunis
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 1 November  2007.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

184 184/315/NBC/AK/2008
Syrian 

Palestinian
1971 Al-Yarmouk camp

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 2 November  2007. 
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

185 185/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 1982 Hama [ Syria] Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 28 March  2007.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

186 186/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1983
Nahr al Bared 

camp
11.07.2007

Arrested while leaving Nahr Al-

Bared camp.

Arrested by Military Intelligence while leaving Nahr Al-Bared camp, transferred 

to the Ministry of Defence then to Military Court then to Roumieh prison.

Tortured in the Ministry of Defence, as  a result he confesssed to things he did not 

commit. Torture varied from being electrocuted, whipped, hung on the Balanco, insulted, 

sexually abused by a bottle forced into his anus. He was hospitalised as a result of 

torture. 

187 187/315/NBC/AK/2008 Saudi
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

188 188/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1953 Marjae'youn Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it..]

189 189/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 17.10.1974 Qalmon 08.07.2007
Arrested with his brother in law 

at the latter's mobile shop.
Released 

Arrested with his brother in law at the latter's mobile shop, he was then 

transferred to Intelligence Centre in Tripoli then to Al Qubba Intelligence Centre 

then to the Ministry of Defence then to Military Court where he stayed for 10 

days and then to Roumieh prison.

Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

190 190/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian Baraq, Hama 26.02.2007
Arrested at his houe in Qarna 

Shahwan, Ein Aar.

Arrested by Information Branch at his house in Qarna Shahwan, Ein Aar, he was 

then transferred to Information Branch Centre in Beirut where he stayed for a 

month and a half, then to Information Branch prison in Roumieh where he 

stayed for 6 months then to Roumieh prison on 29 September 2007.

Tortured for 15 days at the Information Branch. He was deprived of sleep for 3 days, 

violently beaten up, insulted and cursed at. His feet are swollen due to excess beatings 

and being forced to stand for prolonged periods. 

191 191/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1975
Al-Burj Al-Shamali 

camp, Tyre
06.06.2007 Arrested at Tyre gate. 14.06.2007

He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag, and he was punched and kicked, 

cursed at, insulted and deprived from sleep.

192 192/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 11.mai.84
Kamed Al-Loz, 

West Bakaa'
Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 13 July 2007.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

193 193/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1983 Insaareya, Tyre Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 4 October 2007.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

194 194/315/NBC/AK/2008 Saudi
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

195 195/315/NBC/AK/2008 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

196 196/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1961 Sidon Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 28 August 2007.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

197 197/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1966
Al-Baddawi camp, 

Tripoli
20.05.2007

Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point at Al-Ayrouneh, Al-

Baddawi road.

24.05.2007
He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag, and he was punched and kicked, 

cursed at and insulted.

198 198/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1972
Al-Baddawi camp, 

Tripoli
20.05.2007

Arrested at the Lebanese army 

check-point  in Al-Madfoun, 

Tripoli 

23.05.2007
He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag, and he was punched and kicked, 

cursed at and insulted.

199 199/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1985
Al-Baddawi camp, 

Tripoli
21.05.2007

Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point on Al-Behsas 

crossroad, Tripoli. 

25.05.2007
He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag and he was punched and kicked, 

cursed at and insulted.

200 200/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1985
Nahr al Bared 

camp
16.06.2007

Arrested in front of a Lebanese 

army check-point on the 

southern entrance to Nahr al 

Bared camp.

24.05.2007
He was handcuffed, hit on the head and deprived of sleep, whipped. He was hung on the 

Balanco . He suffered a brain concussions due to being hit on the head.

201 201/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1980 Al-Yarmouk camp
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 3 October  2007.

Despite that he is half paralysed, both of his legs were broken while at the Ministry of 

Defence, his hand until now is not placed in its normal position due to the torture he was 

subjected to.

202 202/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison. 
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

203 203/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1981 Sidon 22.06.2007
Arrested at Al-Hamshary 

Hospital, Sidon.

Arrested by Military Intelligence at Al-Hamshary hospital in Sidon, transferred to 

Mohammed Zugheib barracks in Sidon where he stayed for 13 days, then to the 

Ministry of Defence then to Military Court and then to Roumieh prison (it was 

only then that his family found out his whereabouts).

Arrested and tortured for 18 days, he confessed to things he did not commit, he was 

threatened with death and sexual assault. His father was arrested and was beaten in 

front of him. 

204 204/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1985 Sidon
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 18 March 2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]
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205 205/315/NBC/AK/2008 Jordanian
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

206 206/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 01.01.1986 Hums, Syria
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 25 October 2007.
Under torture he confessed to things he did not commit.

207 207/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 1983 Sidon
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 4 October 2007.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

208 208/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 21.03.1986 Ein El-Hilweh 16.08.2007

Arrested at Reem laundry place 

in Tyre at the Jal Al-Bahr 

crossroad.

Arrested by Information Branch at Reem laundry place in Tyre/Jal Al-Bahr 

crossroad, he was then transferred to Information Branch centre in Beirut where 

he was detained until 1 September 2007, then to Military Court where he was 

detained until 6 September 2007 then to Roumieh.

He was beaten up and insulted, he confessed to things that were untrue, he denied those 

confessions before the Investigating Judge. He was tortured, hit on the head and back, 

insulted, threatened to be sexually assaulted and that his sister, mother and fiance would 

be detained so he confessed according to their wishes. He was beaten up in all detention 

centres.

209 209/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 01.01.1978 Saed Nayel 10.06.2007
Arrested by State Security, transferred to State Security Directorate in Beirut 

where he stayed for 8 days then to Military Court then to Roumieh prison.

Tortured at the State Security Directorate in Beirut, he was electrocuted, beaten up, and 

insulted. Marks of torture remained apparent for 20 days. He was horrifically beaten up, 

abused and insulted during his transfer to Military Court. He still suffers from pain in the 

neck and back due to the continuous beatings.

210 210/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1983
Nahr al Bared 

camp
11.07.2007

Arrested at an army check-

point.

Arrested at an army check-point, transferred to Military Intelligence in Al Qubba 

then to the Ministry of Defence then to Military Court and then to Roumieh 

prison.

He was tied up upon his arrest until the next day. He was deprived of food and water, he 

was kept standing next to the wall, beaten up, electrocuted, hung from the ceiling, his 

head was squashed down on the floor . He was also beaten up at the Military Court.

211 211/315/NBC/AK/2008 Saudi
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

212 212/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

213 213/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1982
Nahr al Bared 

camp
22.05.2007

Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point in Al-Madfoun, 

Tripoli. 

27.05.2007
He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag, and he was punched and kicked, 

cursed at and insulted. Balanco technique was used.

214 214/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1981
Al-Baddawi camp, 

Tripoli
11.07.2007

Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point at the southern 

entrance to Al- Nahr Al-Bared.

13.07.2007
He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag, punched and kicked, cursed at and 

insulted. 

215 215/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1972
Nahr al Bared 

camp
11.07.2007

Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point at the southern 

entrance to Al- Nahr Al-Bared.

15.07.2007
He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag, punched and kicked, cursed at and 

insulted. 

216 216/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1987
Al-Baddawi camp, 

Tripoli
12.07.2007

Arrested at a Lebanese military 

check-point  on Al-Baddawi 

camp croassroad.

15.07.2007
He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag, punched and kicked, cursed at and 

insulted. 

217 217/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

218 218/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1986 Ein El-Hilweh 03.07.2007 Arrested at Al-Nabatyya. Released 
Arrested by Internal Security Forces at Al-Nabatyya, he was then transferred to 

Al-Nabatyya prison where he stayed for 2 days then to Military Police where he 

stayed for 2 days and then to Roumieh prison. 

He was psychologically and physically assaulted upon his arrival in Roumieh prison

219 219/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 01.10.1986 Sidon
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 29 August 2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

220 220/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1979 Beirut
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ablah barracks then to the 

Ministry of Defence then to Military Court where he stayed for 33 days then to 

Roumieh prison on 14 July 2007. 

Tortured at Ablah barracks in Al-Bakaa. He signed the record of the interrogation without 

reading it.

221 221/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1984 Al-Qaro'n 18.07.2007

Arrested when he was called 

for questioning in Ablah 

barracks.

Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence when he was called for questioning in Ablah 

barracks then transferred to the Ministry of Defence then to Combating 

Terrorism branch, then to Military Police then to Roumieh prison . The whole 

transfer process took 20 days.

Severely beaten up in all detention centres.

222 222/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1985
Al-Baddawi camp, 

Tripoli
20.05.2007

Arrested at his workplace in 

Tripoli.
21.05.2007 Handcuffed, blindfolded, insulted, cursed at and kicked.

223 223/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Wadi Khaled [ in 

Akkar -North 

Lebanon]

Released 
Arrested by Information Branch in Tripoli, transferred to Information Centre 

then to Military Court then to Roumieh prison.
Beaten up at the Ministry of Defence.

224 224/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison. 
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

225 225/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1975 19.06.2007
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.He was sentenced with one year of 

imprisonment.

[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

226 226/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1964 Tyre Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

227 227/315/NBC/AK/2008 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

228 228/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

229 229/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1976 11.07.2007
Arrested at an army check-

point.

Arrested at an army check-point. Transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court then to Roumieh prison,
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]
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230 230/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

231 231/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison. 
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

232 232/315/NBC/AK/2008
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

233 233/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

234 234/315/NBC/AK/2008
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison. 
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

235 235/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 1986 Saraqeb, Idlib Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 8 June 2007,
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

236 236/315/NBC/AK/2008 Saudi
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison,
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

237 237/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1987
Al-Bashoura, 

Beirut

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 20 June 2007. 
Severely beaten up and tortured at the Information Centre,

238 238/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 20.03.1972 Maa'rat Debsi
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 1 November  2007,
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

t the time of collecting 

information, he was 

seeking political asylum 

in Lebanon as he feared 

for his life if forcibly 

returned to Syria.

239 239/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 22.10.1986 Sidon
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 29 August 2007,
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

240 240/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1975
Nahr al Bared 

camp

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 22 August 2007,
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

241 241/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1981 Al-kourah Released 

Arrested when he was called by Military Intelligence for interrogation, despite 

his illness, he went to see them. He was transferred from Al Qubba to the 

Ministry of Defence  (he was told he would be interrogated for 2 hours only)  he 

was then transferred to Roumieh prison on 13 June 2007.

He was beaten up in various ways, his religion was insulted, he suffered broken bones .A 

confession was taken from him by force.

242 242/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1971 Tripoli 24.05.2007 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.

Upon his arrest at the Ministry of Defence he was insulted and severely beaten. He was 

blindfolded, handcuffed, whipped, and religiously insulted. Balanco technique was used. 
He was observed while going to the toilet. Upon his transfer to Roumieh, he was beaten 

up until he lost consciousness.

243 243/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1982
Nahr al Bared 

camp
Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 7 August 2007.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

244 244/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 17.09.1982 Kuwait
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 22 July 2007.

Severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence, forced to sign documents for which he was 

not permitted to read, and the interrogator said: "If you don’t sign the interrogation 

record, you will not leave this place alive." The Investigating Judge asked him about the 

content of the record and he said he did not know what the content was and the Judge 

became angry.

245 245/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 22.02.1979
Wadi Khaled [ in 

Akkar -North 

Lebanon]

Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 22 May 2007.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

246 246/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 03.02.1980 04.06.2007 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

247 247/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1986
Nahr al Bared 

camp

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 25 July 2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

248 248/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1945 13.07.2007
Arrested at a check-point upon 

leaving the camp.

Arrested at a check-point upon leaving the camp, transferred then to Al Qubba 

barracks where he stayed for 2 days then to the Ministry of Defence where he 

stayed for 21 days, then to Military Court where he stayed for a week and was 

then transferred to Roumieh prison.

At Al Qubba prison, he was hit on the head until he lost consciouness. He has low blood 

pressure, pain in the joints and in the heart due to torture.

249 249/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1986
Al-Baddawi camp, 

Tripoli
20.05.2007

Arrested at his workplace in 

Tarbel, Tripoli.
21.05.2007 Handcuffed, blindfolded, insulted, cursed at and kicked.

250 250/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1954
Qalqelya, 

Palestine
11.07.2007

Arrested at an army check-

point upon leaving the camp.

Arrested at military check-point upon leaving the camp, transferred to Al Qubba 

barracks then to the Defense Ministry then to Military Court and then to 

Roumieh prison. He was sentenced on 29 August 2007 to 3 years of 

imprisonment.

He was stripped of his clothes, searched in an inappropriate manner while being 

transferred from one prison to the other, he was insulted, and cursed at. 

His son (DoB:1982) was 

shot dead by a sniper, 

he was not armed, he 

was only carrying his 

mobile. He was killed in 

front of his fiance's 

house while he was 

trying to feed the birds.

251 251/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese Released 
Arrested by information in Shtoura, transferred to Military Court then to 

Roumieh prison. 
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

252 252/315/NBC/AK/2008

Dual nationality: 

Lebanese, 

Danish

1966 04.06.2007

Arrested at an army check-

point on his way out from Nahr 

al Bared camp.

Arrested at an army check-point on his way out from Nahr al Bared camp, 

transferred to Al Qubba barracks where he stayed for 2 days, then to the 

Ministry of Defence where he stayed for 7 days, then to Military Court where he 

stayed for 6 days, then to Roumieh prison. 

Physically and morally tortured.
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253 253/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 01.01.1985 Banyas 25.05.2007
Arrested at his house in Tripoli, 

Harat Al-Barnyya.

Arrested by army forces at his house in Tripoli, Harat Al-Barnyya,  he was then 

transferred to Army Centre in the sport centre in the village in Al-Behsas, then 

to Al-Haykalya centre in Al-Koura then to Military Intelligence in Al Qubba then 

to the Ministry of Defence where he stayed for 6 and a half months then 

tansferred to Roumieh prison.

Beaten up and cursed at, various methods of torture were used against him at the 

Ministry of Defence. He was hung on the Balanco, whipped, and some immoral things 

were done to him. He was threatened to be sexually assualted. The alleged news of his 

death by the Intelligence services caused the death of his mother. 

254 254/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 19.01.1988 Tripoli 12.11.2007

Arrested when he was called 

for questioning in Information 

Branch in Al Qubba.

Arrested when he was called for questioning by Information Branch in Al Qubba  

he then was transferred to Information Centre in Al Qubba where he stayed for 

2 days, then to Military Court where he stayed for 2 days then to Roumieh 

prison.

Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

255 255/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1969
Al-Baddawi camp, 

Tripoli
20.05.2007

Arrested when he was 

summoned to the Al Qubba 

barracks after his car was 

confiscated. 

24.05.2007
Arrested by Military Intelligence when he was called to go to Al Qubba barracks 

after his car was confiscated.

He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag, and he was punched and kicked, 

cursed at and insulted.

256 256/315/NBC/AK/2008 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

257 257/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1977
Al-Baddawi camp, 

Tripoli
04.07.2007

Arrested when he was called to 

go to Al Qubba barracks to ask 

him about a telephone number

Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence when he was called to go to Al Qubba barracks 

to ask him about a telephone number, transferred then to the Ministry of 

Defence then to Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.

Beaten up, kicked, insulted during interrogation, he was also electrocuted, hung on the 

Balanco, tied up for days and was deprived of water.

258 258/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

259 259/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese Al Qubba, Tripoli

Arrested at Military Intelligence 

when they called him in for 

questioning.

Arrested at Military Intelligence when they called him for questioning, he then 

was transferred to the Ministry of Defence then to Military Police then to 

Roumieh prison on 11 July 2007.

[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

260 260/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1979 Ein El-Hilweh Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 14 August 2007.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

261 261/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 08.07.1972
Al-Tabbaneh, 

Tripoli
Arrested in the street. Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence in the street (without providing any warrant), 

transferred to Azmi centre then to Al Qubba barracks then to the Ministry of 

Defence then to Roumieh prison on 8 August 2007.

Tortured and insulted, incorrect information was taken from him by force, he was 

accused of things he did not commit.

262 262/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 23.07.1985 Saudi Arabia
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 15 November 2007.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

263 263/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison. 
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

264 264/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1982 Ersaal
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 22 August 2007.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

265 265/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 1978 Hama [ Syria]
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 13 June  2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

266 266/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

267 267/315/NBC/AK/2008 Saudi 1986
Al-Rhiyad, Saudi 

Arabia

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 10 June 2007.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

268 268/315/NBC/AK/2008 Saudi 1984
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Information Centre.

269 269/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 18.01.1985
Al-Tabbaneh, 

Tripoli

Arrested when he went with 

the police after they came to 

his house.

Arrested when he went with the police after they came to his house, he then 

was transferred to Military Police then to Roumieh prison on 2 November 2007. 
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

270 270/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 25.11.1980 Baraq, Hama Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 10 April 2007.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

271 271/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1961
Nahr al Bared 

camp
11.07.2007

Arrested at an army check-

point when he was leaving 

Nahr al Bared camp.

Arrested at an army check-point when he was leaving Nahr al Bared camp, 

transferred then to the Ministry of Defence then to Military Court and then to 

Roumieh prison.

Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence, despite the fact that he told 

them he has diabetes and short eye-sight.

272 272/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1972 Bir Elias 17.06.2007 Arrested at his house.
Arrested by Military Intelligence at his house, transferred then to Ablah prison 

then to the Ministry of Defence then to Military Court then to Roumieh prison.

He was tortured, whipped, kicked, insulted, and his head was hit against the wall and 

with nails at the Ministry of Defence and Ablah barracks. The Balanco,  and Farrouj 
techniques were also used. Marks of torture were still apparent.

273 273/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1980
Nahr al Bared 

camp
06.09.2007

Arested at a Lebanese army 

check-point while leaving the 

camp.

Arested at a Lebanese army check-point while leaving the camp, he was then 

transferred to Al Qubba barracks then to the Ministry of Defence where he 

stayed for 2 months then to Military Court then to Roumieh prison.

Tortured with various methods of physical torture, the marks are still apparent on his 

whole body. His utmost fear in detention was when one of the detainees died due to 

toture in Military Intelligence Centre in Al Qubba, Tripoli.

The reason for his stay 

in the camp was having 

his brothers there. They 

died due to severe 

injuries. He left the camp 

after their death.

274 274/315/NBC/AK/2008 Tunisian Lebanese border
Arrested at the border control, he was transferred to the Ministry of Defence 

then to military court then to Roumieh prison,
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

275 275/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 1986 Allepo [ Syria]
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 5 July 2007.
Severely tortured and insulted, information was taken from him by force.

276 276/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1958 Burj Akkar 11.05.2007
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison. 

Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence, his religion was insulted, his 

beard was mocked and he was strip-searched.

277 277/315/NBC/AK/2008 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.
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278 278/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison. 
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

279 279/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1959
Nahr al Bared 

camp
11.07.2007

Arrested at an army check-

point upon leaving the camp.
Released 

Arrested at an army check-point upon leaving the camp, transferred then to the 

Ministry of Defence then to Military Court then to Roumieh prison on 30 July 

2007.

Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

280 280/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1967
Wadi Khaled [ in 

Akkar -North 

Lebanon]

22.05.2007
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

281 281/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1978 Tyre 18.10.2007
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Barakat barracks in Tyre, then 

to the Ministry of Defence where he stayed for 50 days then to Military Court 

then to Roumieh prison.

He was tortured on daily basis at the Ministry of Defence.

282 282/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 1974 Der'aa, Syria Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 10 October 2007.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

283 283/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1980
Al-Buss camp, 

Tyre
21.05.2007

Arrested at Jadra army check-

point near Tyre. 
22.05.2007

Beaten up and insulted once he got off the mini bus and in front of everyone, he was 

insulted, cursed at and kicked.

284 284/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1969
Al-Baddawi camp, 

Tripoli
20.05.2007

Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point in Al-Madfoun, 

Tripoli.

23.05.2007
He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag, and he was punched and kicked, 

cursed at and insulted.

285 285/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.  
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

286 286/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 1988 Allepo [ Syria]
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 31 Ocober 2007.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

287 287/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1970
Nahr al Bared 

camp
11.07.2007

Arrested upon leaving the 

camp with other civilians (the 

army ordered the people to 

leave the camp)

Arrested by Military Intelligence upon leaving the camp with other civilians (the 

army ordered the people to leave the camp) because they wanted to attack. He 

then was transferred to the Ministry of Defence where he stayed for 22 days, 

then to Military Court where he stayed for 3 days then to Roumieh prison  on 11 

August 2007.

He was diagnosed twice at the Ministry of Defence, he lost conciousness due to torture.

288 288/315/NBC/AK/2008 Algerian 1986
Teyyarat State, 

Algeria

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison  25 October 2007.
Severely beaten up by the army and beaten up at the Ministry of Defence.

289 289/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 15.02.1982 Khat Al-Petrol Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 25 June 2007, he was released.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

290 290/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

291 291/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1983 Te'naayel 14.06.2007
Arrested at his house in Ablah, 

Te'naayel.

Arrested by Ablah intelligence at his house in Ablah, Te'naayel, he was then 

transferred to Ablah Intelligence Centre then to the Ministry of Defence then to 

Military Court then to Roumieh prison.

Beaten up and severely tortured at Ablah and the Ministry of Defence.

292 292/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1978 11.07.2007
Arrested  then transferred to the Ministry of Defence then to Military Court and 

then to Roumieh prison. 
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

293 293/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 05.02.1978 Tripoli Released 
Arrested by the police, transferred to the Information Centre then to Military 

Court then to Roumieh prison on 28 October 2007.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

294 294/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.  
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

295 295/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1979 Beirut 14.08.2007
Arrested at his workplace in 

Tripoli, Alnajma Square.

Arrested at his workplace in Tripoli, Alnajma square, then transferred to Al-

Murabitoun centre, Military Intelligence in Tripoli then to Al Qubba intelligence 

barracks then to the Ministry of Defence then to Roumieh prison. 

He was tortured, hung on the Balanco, severely beaten up, insulted, religioulsy insulted, 

threatened with death, threatened to be electrocuted, whipped and made to stand for 

hours without water, food or sleep.

296 296/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1978
Nahr al Bared 

camp
Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

297 297/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1982 Beirut 19.07.2007 Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

298 298/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1976
Nahr al Bared 

camp

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 20 July 2007
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

299 299/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1984
Al-Baddawi camp, 

Tripoli
20.05.2007

Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point near Al-Baddawi 

camp.

21.06.2007
He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag, and he was punched and kicked, 

cursed at and insulted.

300 300/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1982
Nahr al Bared 

camp
 06.06.2007

Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point at the Al-Behsas 

crossroad, Tripoli

14.06.2007
He was handcuffed, his head was covered with a bag and he was punched and kicked, 

cursed at and insulted.

301 301/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to it.]

302 302/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

303 303/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1991 Jal -Bahr, Tyre 17.06.2007
Arrested at a Lebanese army 

check-point in Qana.
18.06.2007 Arrested at a Lebanese army check-point in Qana. Insulted, cursed at, kicked , and tied up.

304 304/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1975
Nahr al Bared 

camp
07.07.2007

Arrested at an army check-

point upon leaving the camp.

Arrested at an army check-point upon leaving the camp, transferred then to Al 

Qubba barracks then to the Ministry of Defence then to Military Court and then 

to Roumieh prison.

Severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence, where  various methods were used. 

Sexually abused by by a bottle inserted into his anus.
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305 305/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 1973 Damascus 07.07.2007 Arrested in Tripoli.

Arrested by Military Intelligence in Tripoli , transferred to Information Branch 

centre in Beirut where he stayed for a month and ten days in solitary 

confinement then to the Information Centre in Roumieh  where he stayed in 

solitary confinement for 6 months then to Roumieh prison on 29 September 

2007.

He was beaten up upon his arrest, he was also hit with sticks and guns. He was dragged 

to the car which took him to prison.

306 306/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 1975 Sidon Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 5 April 2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

307 307/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese 20.02.1980
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 3 July 2007.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

308 308/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 1980 Allepo [ Syria]
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 20 February 2007.
[Suffered a lot, he prefers not to disclose information pertaining to his mistreatment]

309 309/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian Sidon
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 29 August  2007.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

310 310/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1968
Nahr al Bared 

camp

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 20 August  2007.
[Refused to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

311 311/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1987
Rijaal-Alarbeen, 

Sidon

Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to the Ministry of Defence, then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 29 August  2007.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

312 312/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 1977
Nahr al Bared 

camp
14.06.2007 Released 

Arrested by Military Intelligence during his exit from the camp with a Red 

Crescent car, he was transferred to Ministry of Defence and then to Roumieh 

prison.

Upon his transfer to Roumieh prison, he was stripped, beaten up and insulted. He suffers 

pain in his rights arm [previously injured] after being tortured at the Ministry of Defence.

313 313/315/NBC/AK/2008 Lebanese
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison.
[Preferred  not to talk about torture techniques used against him.]

314 314/315/NBC/AK/2008 Syrian 1984 Lathekia [Syria] Released 
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 10 June 2007.
Was beaten, cursed at, insulted and harshly treated.

315 315/315/NBC/AK/2008 Palestinian 01.11.1985 Sidon
Arrested by Military Intelligence, transferred to Ministry of Defence then to 

Military Court and then to Roumieh prison on 5 February 2007.
Beaten up and severely tortured at the Ministry of Defence
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